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Photo and two-way communication

PetExec has increased the 
capabilities for you to communicate 
with your pet parents with two-way 
text messaging. 

Use the notifications icon  
for alerts when you’ve received  
a text response.

Cost for Pet Snaps Messaging

The cost to Packmates is $10.00  
a month plus the cost of usage. 

You will be able to gauge your  
costs to determine the expense 
within PetExec. 

PetExec is passing on the actual 
costs from our text provider, Twilio. 

We know you work hard for every 
penny so we decided to charge 
only for what you use, without any 
added markup.



Cuteness overload?  Pet Snaps to the rescue! 

Tracking and Logging Messages

The new and improved logs allow 
you to keep track of the messages 
and view historical activity. You 
can search by text type, date 
range, or phone number to keep 
track of text activity. 

You can also keep track of 
your usage charges real time, 
view images included in texts, 
and even resend texts.

With Pet Snaps Messaging, the power of communication is in the palm of your hands. 

Bark at us!      1.888.738.3935        petexec.net

What is Pet Snaps Messaging?

Pet Snaps Messaging is the new  
and improved texting feature.

It offers image texting, two-way 
texting, automatic appointment 
reminders via text, improved 
logging functionality, and the 
option to resend texts. 

Pet Snaps Messaging includes:

• Photo and two-way text 
communication  
(USA, Canada and available countries)

• Automatic appointment 
reminders

• Re-sending of SMS messages

• Tracking and logging text 
messages

How do I add this to my PetExec? 

Sign up for Pet Snaps Messaging 
through your PetExec Maintain 
Company Info page by selecting:

Maintain Company Info >  
Purchase Add-Ons.  

What is Pet Snaps Messaging?

Pictures of pets having fun along 
with a message is bound to have  
a huge impact on your pet parents. 

Your human customers won’t be 
able to resist responding to your 
messages. Pet parents can also 
send back messages in a snap.


